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Abstract

In this chapter, we describe how a simple attentional mechanism can account for a wide
variety of phenomena in social perception. According to Attention Theory (Kruschke,
1996, 2003), people preferentially attend to differentiating information in order to max-
imize category learning. When learning multiple social categories, people attend to all
features that characterize the first-learned category but shift their attention to features
that uniquely distinguish a later-learned category from the first. As a result, they form a
stronger impression of the later-learned social category. First, we review research on
attentional processes in stereotype formation and group categorization. We show
how Attention Theory can account for both category accentuation and illusory corre-
lation in the formation of majority and minority group stereotypes. We then explain
how attention shifting influences face perception and racial categorization. Second,
we describe attentional processes as they relate to context-based impression formation
and the influence of individual- and group-based expectancies on context-based
impressions. Last, we discuss implications for impression change.
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The environment is packed with more information than one person can

mentally process at any given moment. With limited capacity, people must

select which pieces of information to attend to at any given point in time.

For example, your attention at this moment is focused on reading this chap-

ter, but other events are occurring in your surroundings of which you might

not be aware. Perhaps there are sounds of laughter outside your door or cars

driving by outside the window or the fluorescent light is flickering above

your head, but you are unlikely to notice these peripheral details in your

environment if you are engaged with a different task.

Fortunately, our attention is adaptive, so we tend to focus on the most

important pieces of information, such as those which meet our current

goals (like reading this chapter) or deviate from the usual state of our envi-

ronment (such as a bee wandering into the room) that demand immediate

attention. Indeed, research shows that people selectively direct their atten-

tion in ways that optimize learning (Kruschke, Kappenman, & Hetrick,

2005; Matsuka & Corter, 2008; Nosofsky, 1984; Rehder & Hoffman,

2005). In addition, people naturally attend to novel information in order

to reduce uncertainty (Gottlieb, Oudeyer, Lopes, & Baranes, 2013; Luque,

Vadillo Nistal, Le Pelley, & Beesley, 2017) or adapt to a changing environ-

ment (Ranganath & Rainer, 2003). Indeed, the brain and nervous system

are wired to automatically orient people’s attention toward novel stimuli in

the environment (Gottlieb et al., 2013; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003;

Sokolov, 1963). Even infants as young as 3–6 months old spend more time

fixating on novel rather than familiar stimuli, suggesting that attention to

novel information is innate (Fantz, 1964).

Attentional processes are adaptive for forming impressions of social tar-

gets as well. For example, behaviors that disconfirm perceivers’ beliefs about

another person attract more attention than confirming behaviors, allowing

perceivers to update their impressions or make sense of behavioral discrep-

ancies (Fiske, Lin, & Neuberg, 1999; Hilton, Klein, & von Hippel, 1991). In

general, behaviors that are unexpected (Hilton et al., 1991; Roese & Sherman,

2007; Stangor &McMillan, 1992), negative (Fiske, 1980; Pratto & John, 1991;

Skowronski & Carlston, 1989), or extreme (Fiske, 1980; Skowronski &

Carlston, 1989) attract greater attention. These attentional biases have inter-

esting implications for impressions and judgments of social targets. For

example, perceivers tend to weight negative information more heavily than

positive information during social judgment (Fiske, 1980). As another exam-

ple, perceivers tend to remember expectancy-incongruent behaviors better

than expectancy-congruent behaviors because they pay more attention to
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incongruent behaviors, but their overall judgment of the social target is more

in line with the congruent behaviors (e.g., Sherman & Frost, 2000; Stangor &

McMillan, 1992; for reviews, see Sherman, Allen, & Sacchi, 2012; Von

Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1995).

If attentional processes are adaptive, it should follow that perceivers pay

more attention to information that differentiates one social category from

another. Differentiating information is informative and allows perceivers

to maximally distinguish between two categories. This attentional prefer-

ence should shape the way that perceivers form subsequent impressions of

the social categories. In this chapter, we describe a simple attention-shifting

mechanism, as posited by the Attention Theory (AT) of category learning,

that explains how perceivers differentially attend to categorical information

(Kruschke, 1996, 2003). We then present research showing how this atten-

tional mechanism relates to social perception processes.

In Section 1, we describe the AT mechanism of learning. In Section 2,

we describe attention shifting as it relates to stereotype formation and group

categorization. We present research showing how AT can account for both

category accentuation and illusory correlation in the formation of majority

and minority group stereotypes. We then explain how attention shifting

influences face perception and racial categorization. Specifically, we explain

how AT can account for hypodescent, the categorization of mixed-race tar-

gets as a member of the lower status group. In Section 3, we discuss how the

attention-shifting mechanism influences the formation of context-based

impressions of individuals. We discuss research showing how this mechanism

leads to the formation of stronger impressions of individuals who are encoun-

tered in rare contexts relative to common contexts. We then present research

that examines how perceivers’ expectations influence context-based impres-

sion formation of individuals and group members. We describe the implica-

tions of these processes for stereotypemaintenance and explore whether these

impressions can be changed.

1. WHAT IS ATTENTION THEORY?

Attention theory was developed, in part, to account for the inverse

base-rate effect in human learning. In the original demonstration of the effect

(Medin & Edelson, 1988), participants were asked to diagnose different

diseases from patterns of symptoms. On each trial of the learning sequence,

a list of symptoms was presented, and participants were asked to diagnose

the hypothetical patient as having one of several possible fictitious diseases.
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After each trial, participants were told the correct diagnosis. The basic design

involved a pair of diseases, designatedC (for common) andR (for rare), which

occurredwith a 3:1 ratio. During training, every instance of diseaseC had two

symptoms, labeled I (e.g., headache) and PC (e.g., fever), and every instance

of diseaseRhad two symptoms, labeled I and PR (e.g., stomach ache). PC and

PRwere perfect predictors of diseases C and R—PC always predicted C and

never R; PR always predicted R and never C. Symptom I was an imperfect

predictor of the two diseases, in that all cases of both C and Rwere associated

with that symptom. Following training, participants were tested with combi-

nations of symptoms not shownduring training.When testedwith ambiguous

symptom I (headache) alone, people tended to choose the common disease,

consistent with the base rates (during training, I appeared with C 75% of the

time). However, when presented with the conflicting symptoms PC+PR

(fever+stomach ache), participants tended to choose the rare disease, contrary

(or inverse) to base rates.

AT explains the effect as follows: During training, people first learn that

symptoms I and PC are typical of diseaseC because that case occurs with high

frequency (see Fig. 1). Subsequently, when learning about the rare disease R,

they realize that the shared symptom I is a misleading predictor because it

already is associated with disease C. As a result, attention shifts away from

I and toward the distinct symptomofR, PR.As a result, when learning about

disease R, attention is focused primarily on a single, distinctive symptom

(PR), whereas, when learning about disease C, attention is divided between

the symptoms PC and I. More generally, the theory suggests that, as catego-

ries develop, greater attention is devoted to features that distinguish new

categories from old ones than is devoted to features that define old ones.

For this reason, PR becomes more strongly associated with disease R than

PC is associated with disease C, thereby producing the inverse base-rate effect

(Kruschke, 1996, 2003). The shift in attention toward the unique predictive

Fig. 1 Left: The core design of the inverse base-rate effect. C and R represent the com-
mon and rare disease, respectively. The symptom PC is a perfect predictor of C, the
symptom PR is a perfect predictor of R, and the symptom I is an imperfect predictor
of both C and R. Right: Depiction of what is learned according to Attention Theory.
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cue of the rare disease facilitates learning of both diseases (Matsuka & Corter,

2008; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005).

If people preferentially attend to distinctive information when per-

forming a category learning task, then the same principles should apply when

they learn about social categories. When one social category is learned first,

perceivers should attend equally to all attributes that are associated with the

first social category. Initially, no one trait is more predictive of that category

than any other trait. However, when perceivers subsequently learn about the

second social category, they should attend to traits that differentiate the sec-

ond category from the first, rather than to traits that apply to both categories.

The second category, then, becomes more strongly associated with its dif-

ferentiating traits.

2. STEREOTYPING AND GROUP CATEGORIZATION

In our first line of research, we examined how attentional processes

influence the formation of group stereotypes. According to AT, majority

group traits are learned before minority group traits because majority group

members are encountered with greater frequency. When perceivers sub-

sequently learn about the minority group, they shift their attention toward

the traits that most distinguish them from the majority group. The dis-

tinguishing traits then become more strongly associated with the minority

group compared to traits shared by both groups. Because perceivers attend

more to the distinctive traits of theminority group when learning about that

group, they should form a stronger association between the minority group

and its unique traits than between the majority group and its unique traits,

resulting in stronger minority group stereotypes. Indeed, this process could

partially explain why minority group members are more often the target of

stereotyping than majority group members.

In our research, we showed that AT provides a unifying framework for

understanding two prominent effects found in the stereotype formation

literature—category accentuation (Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963) and illusory cor-

relation (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976). Whereas category accentuation effects

highlight the exaggeration of real intergroup differences as the basis for ste-

reotype formation, illusory correlation shows that stereotypes may be

formed in the absence of real group differences. Research on the two effects

has proceeded independently, and they have been explained by different

mechanisms.
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2.1 Category Accentuation and Illusory Correlation
Work on category accentuation shows that the division of people into sep-

arate categories exaggerates both perceived differences between categories

and perceived similarities within categories (e.g., Corneille & Judd, 1999;

Eiser, 1971; Krueger & Clement, 1994; Krueger & Rothbart, 1990;

McGarty & Penny, 1988; McGarty & Turner, 1992; Queller, Schell, &

Mason, 2006), contributing to the development of group stereotypes.

Indeed, research shows that stereotypes are most likely to be formed around

attributes for which intergroup differences are large and intragroup differ-

ences are small (e.g., Ford & Stangor, 1992). A variety of mechanisms have

been shown to contribute to these accentuation effects. First, as in Tajfel’s

original research, perceptions of individual category members may be biased

by category boundaries (Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963). Moreover, category mem-

bers who heighten between-category differences and within-category sim-

ilarities may be attended to more carefully, given greater weight in

judgments, and remembered more easily (Krueger & Rothbart, 1990;

Krueger, Rothbart, & Sriram, 1989). An important feature of each of these

mechanisms is that they assume real differences between the categories in

question and that these processes serve to accentuate those differences.

The distinctiveness-based illusory correlation describes a phenomenon

whereby observers perceive an association between distinctive groups and

distinctive behaviors when, in fact, no such relation exists (Hamilton &

Gifford, 1976; for a review, see Stroessner & Plaks, 2001). In themodel dem-

onstration of the effect, two groups (Group A and Group B) are described

by a series of positive and negative behaviors. There are twice as manymem-

bers of Group A as Group B, and there are more positive than negative

behaviors. For example, in the original experiment, members of Group A

performed 18 positive and 8 negative behaviors, whereas members of Group

B performed 9 positive and 4 negative behaviors. Thus, Group B and neg-

ative behaviors both are distinct because of their infrequency. Although

GroupAperformsmore behaviors thanGroupB, the ratio of positive to neg-

ative behaviors is the same in both groups. Consequently, there is no relation

between group membership and desirability. Nevertheless, participants per-

ceiveGroupA to bemore favorable thanGroupB. This effect is reflected in a

number of findings. First, participants rate Group A more favorably than

Group B on trait-rating tasks. Second, participants often overestimate the

numbers of negative vs positive behaviors performed by Group B. Finally,

participants misattribute Group A’s negative behaviors to Group B. These
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effects cannot be explained by the negativity of the behaviors per se because

the effects are reversed when the majority of behaviors are negative rather

than positive (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976).

2.2 Attention Theory as a Common Model of Stereotype
Formation

A number of processes have been posited to account for stereotype formation

that is based on the exaggeration of real group differences (Corneille & Judd,

1999; Krueger & Clement, 1994; Krueger & Rothbart, 1990; McGarty &

Penny, 1988; McGarty & Turner, 1992; Queller et al., 2006) and on percep-

tions of illusory group differences (Fiedler, 1991; Hamilton & Gifford, 1976;

McGarty, Haslam, Turner, & Oakes, 1993; Rothbart, 1981; Smith, 1991).

The mechanisms proposed to account for category accentuation are different

from those posited to account for illusory correlation. However, our research

showed thatKruschke’s (1996, 2001, 2003) attentionalmechanismcan account

for both category accentuation and illusory correlation in stereotype formation.

Historically, the processes proposed to account for category accentuation

are similar to the attention shifting processes described by AT. According to

category accentuation models, one key determinant of accentuation is that

people attend more carefully to group members who heighten between-

group differences and within-group similarities. Similarly, in AT, people

focus on the features that most effectively distinguish one category from

another category. However, one important difference between-category

accentuation and AT models is that AT does not require that there be

real differences between the categories in question. Two categories may

be described identically but still produce differentiated representations as

long as one category is learned before the other. Indeed, any factor that

causes one category to be learned prior to another (e.g., frequency of expo-

sure, group size) will lead to different and accentuated impressions of the

categories (e.g., group stereotypes). The first category will be associated

with its most common attributes, and impressions of the second category

will form around those features that most clearly differentiate it from the

first category. Because attention is directed toward differentiating features

of the second category, the association between the second category and its

features should be stronger (e.g., a stronger association between a social

group and its differentiating trait). Thus, AT provides an account not only

of how categories are differentiated from one another but also of which

particular features come to characterize those categories.
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These same processes may produce the illusory correlation. According to

AT, because Group A is larger than Group B, people learn about Group

A first. Because positive behaviors are more frequent than negative behav-

iors, the impression formed of Group A is a positive one. Subsequently, in

forming impressions of Group B, it must be the negative behaviors (the only

remaining behaviors) that distinguish it from Group A, and receive partic-

ularly close attention. Thus, in order to distinguish Group B from Group A,

perceivers focus attention on their negative behaviors. In this case, it is the

distinctiveness of the negative behaviors vis-à-vis the existing impression of

Group A that draws attention, rather than their raw numerical distinctive-

ness, as proposed by Hamilton and Gifford (1976). Thus, from the perspec-

tive of AT, whether or not group differences are real is irrelevant. All that

matters is that one of the groups is learned about prior to the other one. At

that point, the identical attentional process may produce both category

accentuation and illusory correlation.

2.3 Empirical Evidence
We tested the AT account of stereotype formation across a series of exper-

iments. In our first experiment (Sherman et al., 2009), we simply replicated

the inverse base-rate effect with social category stimuli. During a learning

phase, participants learned about two groups of people (e.g., Group A and

Group B) that differed in size (e.g., 75% of the targets encountered belonged

to the “majority” group and 25% of the targets encountered belonged to the

“minority” group). For each group, there was a perfect predictor trait (e.g.,

reliable, friendly) that characterized all members of the group and never char-

acterized members of the other group. In addition, all members of both

groups were described with an imperfect predictor (e.g., stingy). Across

15 blocks of trials, participants were required to guess which group each indi-

vidual belonged to, based on the traits presented about the individual, and

they were provided with the correct answer following each response. Fol-

lowing the learning phase, in the test phase, participants were presented with

new individuals possessing novel combinations of the traits andwere asked to

assign these targets to one of the groups.

Responses on the learning phase showed that participants learned the

majority group traits faster than the minority group traits (see Fig. 2). In ear-

lier blocks of trials, participants were more accurate on trials that character-

ized the majority group, but the difference in accuracy between groups

decreased in later blocks as participants subsequently learned the minority
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group traits. This finding is consistent with AT; participants learned about

the majority group first and the minority group second.

The test phase results reflected the original inverse base-rate effect.

First, new individuals who possessed only the imperfect predictor (I) were

much more likely to be assigned to the majority than the minority group.

Given that this trait did not differentiate members of the majority and

minority groups and that 75% of the targets encountered belonged to

the majority group, this demonstrates that participants had, in fact, learned

the base rates and were logically assigning ambiguous targets to the more

common group. Second, new individuals who possessed both the perfect

predictor of the majority group (PC) and the perfect predictor of the

minority group (PR) were more likely to be assigned to the minority

group, demonstrating an inverse base-rate effect. That is, rather than rely-

ing on base rates to assign these ambiguous targets to the majority group,

participants responded counter to the base rates and assigned the targets to

the minority group. As in the original inverse base-rate effect, this finding

shows that the association between the minority group and its trait is stron-

ger than the association between the majority group and its trait. When

participants were given the competing predictors, the minority group trait

outweighed the majority group trait.
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Fig. 2 Group assignment accuracy per block, separated by group (Sherman et al., 2009,
Experiment 1). In earlier blocks of trials, participants were more accurate on trials that
characterized the majority group, but the difference in accuracy between groups
decreased in later blocks as participants subsequently learned the minority group traits.
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In our second experiment (Sherman et al., 2009), we sought evidence for

the AT model of stereotype formation using an illusory correlation para-

digm. However, it is not possible to provide a clear test of the AT account

in the standard illusory correlation paradigm because there are not two dis-

tinct dimensions in the standard demonstration of the effect. Rather, the

group descriptions differ in terms of a single global evaluative dimension

(positive–negative). The standard illusory correlation results show that

Group A is judged more favorably along this evaluative dimension than

in Group B, but cannot show that Groups A and B are associated differen-

tially with different dimensions. That is, it is impossible to identify indepen-

dent positive and negative impressions of the two groups. Thus, one cannot

distinguish whether Group A is more positive than Group B, Group A is less

negative than Group B, or Group A is both more positive and less negative

than Group B.

To test the AT account, we modified the standard illusory correlation

design such that the common and rare attributes were independent trait

dimensions. For example, for some participants, Group A consisted of

16 intelligent and 8 friendly members, whereas Group B consisted of 8 intel-

ligent and 4 friendly members. This design maintains the essential features of

the illusory correlation paradigm: The majority group is twice the size of the

minority group, one trait is more frequent than the other, and the ratios of

the two traits are identical both between and within the two groups. How-

ever, in this case, we were able to examine differences in perceptions of the

two groups independently for the common and rare trait attributes, permit-

ting tests of the AT explanation for the illusory correlation. Specifically, in

this example, AT predicts both that Group A will be judged as more intel-

ligent than Group B, and that Group B will be judged as more friendly than

Group A.

Results supported both predictions. Participants tended to rate Group

A higher on the common trait dimension (e.g., intelligent), whereas they

tended to rate Group B higher on the rare trait dimension (e.g., friendly;

see Fig. 3). Analogous results were observed for group number estimates:

Participants estimated that there were relatively more individuals possessing

the rare trait than the common trait belonging to the minority group, even

though both traits had the same base rates (33%) among the minority group.

The same pattern was observed in group assignments for specific targets:

Those possessing the rare trait were significantly more likely to be assigned

to the minority group than those possessing the common trait. Finally, the

accuracy of these assignments also supported AT: For the minority group,
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assignments of rare trait targets weremore accurate than assignments of com-

mon trait targets, whereas, for the majority group, assignments of common

trait targets were more accurate than assignments of rare trait targets. This

result is consistent with the AT proposal that perceivers attendmore carefully

to majority group members who confirm the majority group stereotype and

minority group members who distinguish the minority group from the

majority group. No existing model of illusory correlation predicts any of

these results (for a full discussion, see Sherman et al., 2009).

Experiment 3 (Sherman et al., 2009) replicated themain results from both

Experiments 1 and 2 and, in addition, showed that, in the inverse bate-rate

design of Experiment 1, the minority group was rated more strongly on its

perfect predictor (PR) than the majority group was rated on its perfect pre-

dictor (PC). This provides another piece of evidence that the associations

betweenminority groups and their stereotypes are stronger than are the asso-

ciations between majority groups and their stereotypes.
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Fig. 3 Trait ratings of Groups A and B (Sherman et al., 2009, Experiment 2). Participants
rated Group A higher on the common trait, whereas they rated group B higher on the
rare trait. Error bars indicate standard errors.
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Experiment 4 used a modified version of the inverse base-rate design to

provide distinct support for the AT account of category accentuation. In this

case, rather than the majority and minority groups each possessing a perfect

predictor, both groups possessed the common and rare traits probabilisti-

cally. Specifically, whereas the common trait described the majority group

twice as frequently as the minority group, the rare trait described the minor-

ity group twice as frequently as the majority group. In addition, the ratio of

common trait descriptions to rare trait descriptions was higher in the major-

ity group (8:1) than in the minority group (2:1; see Table 1). Even though

the common trait occurredmore frequently in both the majority andminor-

ity groups, there were real differences between the two groups.

According to AT, participants should form stronger associations between

the minority group and the rare trait than between the majority group and

the common trait. Indeed, the degree of preference for assigning a novel tar-

get with the rare trait to the minority group was greater than the degree of

preference for assigning a novel target with the common trait to the majority

group (see Table 2). This was true even though the ratio of majority group to

minority group members who possessed the common trait was the same as

the ratio of minority group to majority group members who possessed the

rare trait (2:1). This bias shows that participants accentuated the differences

between the two groups. Furthermore, when participants were presented

with novel targets possessing both the common and rare trait, they were

more likely to be assigned to the minority group, consistent with the pre-

dictions of AT.

Table 1 Group–Trait Pairings (Sherman et al., 2009, Experiment 4)

Trait

Number of Pairings

Group A Group B

Common 24 12

Rare 3 6

Table 2 Group Assignment of Novel Targets (Sherman et al., 2009, Experiment 4)

Trait

Percentage Selected

Total (%)Group A (%) Group B (%)

Common 67 33 100

Rare 22 78 100
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Finally, Experiment 5 directly measured the attention directed toward

different group/trait pairings. In the learning phase of the experiment, par-

ticipants were presented with information about members of majority and

minority groups, as in the illusory correlation paradigm in Experiment 2.

Subsequently, they were shown novel targets along with two descriptions

of their behavior. One behavioral description reflected the common trait

and the other reflected the rare trait. After one of four randomly determined

delays, both behaviors disappeared, an X appeared on one side of the screen,

and participantswere required to press a button to indicate the side.This “dot-

probe” task can be used to measure the amount of attention being directed

at competing items of information by examining response times to identify

the location of the probe. Consistent with AT, results showed that, for major-

ity group targets, participants responded more quickly to the probe when it

appeared on the side of the screen with the behavior reflecting the common

trait. In contrast, for minority group members, participants responded more

quickly to the probe when it appeared on the side of the screen with the

behavior reflecting the rare trait (see Fig. 4). Thus, these data provided direct
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evidence that people attend to common traits when learning about themajor-

ity group and to rare traits when learning about theminority group.Note that

these attentional differences occurred even though there were no true differ-

ences between the two groups.

2.4 Further Implications for Stereotype Formation
Beyond the implications for category accentuation and illusory correlation,

the AT approach suggests a number of other important novel hypotheses

about stereotype formation and impression formation. Perhaps the most

basic message of AT is that learning sequence matters, and that what we learn

about a group depends on what we already know about other groups. This

observation has a number of important implications for stereotype forma-

tion. First, as demonstrated in Experiments 1 and 3, when a trait is highly

descriptive of both a majority and a minority group, it is likely to be associ-

ated primarily with the majority group. Specifically, in Experiments 1 and 3,

even when all members of both the majority and minority groups possessed

an imperfect predictor (I), a target possessing only this imperfect predictor

(I) was most commonly categorized as a member of the majority group,

in line with the base-rate frequencies of the groups. The fact that trait ratings

of the I attribute were higher for the majority than the minority group in

Experiment 3 indicates that participants not only learned that, probabilisti-

cally, a person with Trait I likely belonged to the majority group but also

formed an impression that the majority group possessed this trait. These

findings suggest that attributes that occur with high frequency in both

majority andminority groups are unlikely to become associatedwithminor-

ity groups, regardless of how prevalent the attributes may be among those

groups. This suggests a possible basis for in-group bias. Because we learn

about in-groups prior to learning about out-groups and because themajority

of others’ behavior is relatively benign, we are likely to form positive impres-

sions of our in-groups. When we subsequently encounter an out-group, we

may be limited in the attributes available for differentiating that group fromour

own.As such, the bestway to differentiate an out-group from an in-groupmay

often be by ascribing negative attributes to the out-group. The same process

can leadmajority groups to be perceived asmore human thanminority groups

(Prazienkova, Paladino, & Sherman, 2017).

There also are implications for how impressions are formed of individual

group members. Consider a case in which a perceiver first meets either a

White woman or a Black man and thenmeets a Black woman.When the first
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person encountered is a White woman, the feature of the Black woman that

distinguishes her from the first target will be her race. In this case, racial ste-

reotypes may play a relatively large role in the impressions formed of the sec-

ond woman. Knowledge about her race may bias attention, comprehension,

memory, and judgment processes toward information that is consistent with

whatever racial stereotypes the perceiver holds. When the first person

encountered is a Black man, by contrast, the feature of the Black woman that

distinguishes herwill be her gender. In this case, gender stereotypesmay play a

larger role in the perceiver’s impression of her. In short, the perceiver will

attend to the social category that maximally distinguishes the second individ-

ual from the first.

2.5 Stereotype Strength
The results from the AT and stereotyping studies demonstrated, among other

things, that minority group stereotypes carry more weight than majority

group stereotypes. The attributes that characterized the minority groups were

given greater weight in categorizing ambiguous targets than were the attri-

butes that characterized the majority groups. Specifically, a target possessing

the perfect predictors of both the majority and minority groups (PC+PR)

was most commonly categorized as a member of the minority group despite

the greater frequency ofmajority groupmembers. Thus,minority stereotypes

had greater predictive power than majority stereotypes. It is commonly

observed that the most prominent stereotypes in a given society are those

that describe minority rather than majority groups. The current results sug-

gest one possible basis for that observation: To distinguish minority groups

frommajority groups, particular attention is paid to those attributes that per-

mit differentiation of the minority group. In effect, a stronger link may be

formed between the minority group and its typical features than between a

majority group and its typical features.

The differential strength of majority and minority group stereotypes has

additional implications for stereotyping, which Sacchi (2015) explored in

his research. For example, if minority group stereotypes are stronger than

majority group stereotypes, then it makes sense that minority stereotypes

would be more resistant to change than majority group stereotypes. Exten-

sive research shows that people engage in strategies to maintain group ste-

reotypes, even in the face of disconfirming evidence. For example, people

may attempt to explain away stereotype-disconfirming behaviors by making

situational attributions for those behaviors. If a group member performs a
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stereotype-inconsistent behavior, perceivers may attribute that behavior to

external, situational factors rather than to stable, dispositional characteristics

of the group (Bodenhausen &Wyer, 1985). In addition, group members dis-

playing stereotype-incongruent behaviormay be subtyped as unrepresentative

of the group (Crocker, Hannah, & Weber, 1983). Subtyping, or “fencing

off” atypical group members from the rest of the group, limits the general-

ization of stereotype-disconfirming information to perceptions of the entire

group (Kunda & Oleson, 1995; Maurer, Park, & Rothbart, 1995; Park,

Wolsko, & Judd, 2001; Weber & Crocker, 1983).

The research conducted by Sacchi (2015) provides evidence that minor-

ity group stereotypes are more resistant to change than majority group

stereotypes. After completing the standard learning phase, participants were

asked to make trait ratings about the groups and then were presented with

information about 10 newmembers of each group. Of the 10 newmembers

of each group, 5 behaved in a way that confirmed the newly formed stereo-

type of their group and 5 behaved in a way that disconfirmed that stereotype.

Subsequently, participantswere asked to againmake trait ratings of the groups.

Results showed that minority group stereotypes changed less in response to

the five disconfirming group members than did majority group stereotypes,

another indication of the relative strength of minority vs majority group ste-

reotypes. Moreover, participants rated stereotype-disconfirming minority

group members as less typical of their groups than disconfirming majority

group members. This finding is consistent with the idea that perceivers sub-

type disconfirmingminority groupmembersmore than disconfirmingmajor-

ity group members. Another measure in the study assessed the degree to

which participants made situational rather than dispositional attributions for

incongruent behaviors, but no differences were observed based on group size.

However, this null finding may be explained by the order in which the mea-

sureswere presented.The items that assessed behavior attribution always came

after the items assessing group typicality. Given that participants displayed the

expected effect of subtyping on the typicality ratings, it is possible that they

were no longer differentially motivated to explain away the stereotype-

incongruent behavior of minority targets.

Another implication of stereotype strength is the development of essen-

tialist beliefs about social groups. Essentialism is the idea that an entity such as

a social group possesses innate, biologically rooted qualities. People who

hold essentialist beliefs about social groups believe that differences between

groups are relatively fixed, that social categories are clearly separated and

mutually exclusive, and that a person’s characteristics can be inferred based
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on their groupmembership (Rothbart &Taylor, 1992). Research shows that

essentialist beliefs are related to greater stereotyping and prejudice (Bastian &

Haslam, 2006; Haslam, Rothschild, & Ernst, 2002; Keller, 2005; Levy,

Stroessner, & Dweck, 1998), and that those who hold such beliefs are less

likely to change their stereotypic beliefs (Bastian & Haslam, 2007). Thus,

there is a relation between essentialist beliefs and stereotype strength.

Accordingly, people should be more likely to develop essentialist beliefs

about minority groups compared to majority groups.

Sacchi (2015) tested the relation between group size and essentialist

beliefs. After learning about amajority andminority group, participants were

asked to complete a scale measuring the extent to which each group was seen

as having a stable, underlying essence (Bastian & Haslam, 2008). Results

showed that: (1) The minority group was perceived as having more discrete

boundaries than the majority group (e.g., Everyone is either a certain type of

person or they are not); (2) The traits describing members of the minority

group were perceived as more informative than the traits describing members

of the majority group (e.g., When getting to know a person it is possible to

get a picture of the kind of person they are very quickly); and (3) The traits

describing the minority group were perceived as having a biological basis to a

greater extent than the traits describing the majority group (e.g., The kind of

person someone is can be largely attributed to their genetic inheritance).

However, participants perceived majority group traits to be just as fixed

(i.e., resistant to change) as minority group traits. Overall, the results indicate

that minority groups, even novel groups about which we have minimal

information, are perceived as having greater essence, and this may be one

reason why minority group stereotypes are stronger than majority group

stereotypes.

2.6 Face Perception and Group Categorization
To this point, we have described research showing that the trait stereotypes

of minority groups and their members are weighted more heavily in judg-

ments and are held more strongly than are the trait stereotypes of majority

groups. The same AT explanation for these phenomena suggests that such

effects should not be limited to psychological attributes such as traits. For

example, physical features that are typical of minority groups might also

be expected to be more strongly tied to their groups than are physical fea-

tures that are typical of majority groups. In fact, the heavily researched phe-

nomenon of hypodescentmay be one important example of just such an effect.
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Hypodescent is the tendency for individuals of mixed-race ancestry to be

associated with the minority or more socially subordinate group in their

ancestry (Banks & Eberhardt, 1998); the most famous example being that

Barack Obama is almost universally perceived as Black and not White. AT

would suggest that the facial features of racial majorities should be learned

before the facial features of racial minorities because racial majorities are

more numerous. As a result, minority features are more distinctive, and peo-

ple should attend more to them, leading to a stronger association between the

distinctive facial features and the minority group. Thus, when individuals

encounter racially ambiguous individuals who exhibit features of both

groups, the features of the minority group should be overweighted and there-

fore bias classification toward the minority. Obviously, hypodescent has a

number of critical political and historical antecedents, and we would not sug-

gest otherwise. However, we were interested in examining the possible role

of attentional processes in category learning in producing the phenomenon.

To this end, we conducted two experiments (Halberstadt, Sherman, &

Sherman, 2011). In the first experiment, we presented native Chinese and

native Caucasian participants in New Zealand with images of Chinese and

Caucasian faces that varied systematically in their racial ambiguity. The images

ranged from completely unambiguous (100% Chinese or Caucasian) to

completely ambiguous (50% Chinese/50% Caucasian; see Fig. 5). The mor-

phed faces were created with a computer program that mathematically aver-

aged the facial contours and grayscale levels in corresponding facial regions of

the 100% Chinese and 100% Caucasian faces (Rhodes, Sumich, & Byatt,

1999). Participants’ task was to judge whether each face was that of a Chinese

or Caucasian person.

Given their backgrounds, we assumed that the Chinese participants

would have been first exposed to Chinese faces, whereas the Caucasian par-

ticipants would have been first exposed to Caucasian faces. As such, we

assumed that each group of participants would have first learned the facial

features that were typical of their in-groups. According to AT, later in life,

100% Chinese 80% Chinese
20% Caucasian 

60% Chinese
40% Caucasian 

40% Chinese
60% Caucasian 

20% Chinese
80% Caucasian 

100% Caucasian 

Fig. 5 Example of a Chinese–Caucasian face pair and 4 of its 24 morphed blends
(Halberstadt et al., 2011, Experiment 1).
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when encountering members of out-groups, participants would have

focused attention on those facial features that best distinguished out-group

from in-group members, in the same way that people focus on minority

group attributes that distinguish them from majority groups. It follows that

the facial features of out-group members would be more strongly associated

with the out-group than the facial features of in-group members would be

associated with the in-group. As such, judgments of ambiguous faces would

be influenced more strongly by out-group features, and such targets would

be more likely to be assigned to the out-group than the in-group. Consistent

with this prediction, we found that Chinese participants were more likely to

judge ambiguous faces as Caucasian than were Caucasian participants who,

in turn, were more likely to judge those same faces as Chinese than were

Chinese participants.

An alternative account of these findings can be found in the phenomenon

of in-group overexclusion (Leyens & Yzerbyt, 1992), which describes the ten-

dency for people to exclude ambiguous individuals from their in-groups in

order to protect the distinctiveness of the in-group. In order to rule out such

motivational factors, we replicated the first experiment using numerical

majority and minority groups of the same race. Because both the majority

andminority groupswere comprised ofmonoracial Caucasian faces, we elim-

inated any motivational factors that could influence group categorization.

Essentially, we replicated the inverse base-rate effect studies we had done

with majority and minority groups, swapping facial features for trait descrip-

tions. During a learning phase, participants were presented with the face of a

majority group member in 75% of all instances and the face of a minority

group member in 25% of all instances. After the learning phase, participants

were asked to classify facial morphs of majority andminority groupmembers

who varied in ambiguity. Consistent with the predictions of AT, results

showed that ambiguous faces were more likely to be assigned to the minority

than the majority group. Just as in the inverse base-rate study, when the typ-

ical features of majority and minority groups were both present, the features

of the minority group were weighted more heavily in judgments of group

membership.

3. CONTEXT-BASED IMPRESSION FORMATION

3.1 Context Frequency and Impression Strength
Up to this point, we have described research showing that AT helps to

account for group categorization and stereotype formation. However, AT

processes should not be limited to the domain of intergroup perception.
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Theoretically, in the same way that perceivers learn how to differentiate

people based on the groups that they belong to, they also may learn how

to differentiate the behaviors of individuals based on the contexts in which

those behaviors occur. Consider a person who behaves differently when he

is with his friends vs when he is with his family. If you first meet this person

in the context of his friends and only later encounter him in the context of

his family, AT suggests that you would pay particularly close attention to

whatever behaviors distinguish his family behavior from his friend behav-

ior. Subsequently, because of this shift of attention, your impression of him

in the family context would be held more strongly than your impression of

him in the friend context. The logic of forming context-based impressions

is exactly the same as when forming impressions of majority and minority

group members.

We conducted a series of experiments to test this application of AT

(Huang, Sacchi, & Sherman, 2017). In the first experiment, participants

learned about a target person named Dave and how his traits differed

according to context. Just as in the stereotype formation experiments, there

was a common trait (PC; presented 75% of the time), a rare trait (PR; pres-

ented 25% of the time), and an imperfect predictor trait (I) that was present

for all descriptions of the target. Dave was in a different context, in this case,

a colored room, depending on the traits he possessed. During learning, par-

ticipants were presented with different trait descriptions of Dave and had to

guess which colored room he was in. For example, participants might have

learned that Dave was intelligent and reliable in the blue room, but creative

and reliable in the yellow room. After learning the traits associated with

each context, participants completed a test phase in which they were pres-

ented with different configurations of traits and were asked to indicate

which room Dave was in.

Results of the test phase showed that participants successfully learned the

perfect predictors associated with each context; when Dave possessed only

the common trait, they said that he was in the common context, and when

he possessed only the rare trait, they said that he was in the rare context.

Moreover, when Dave was described only with the imperfect predictor,

participants were more likely to say that he was in the common context than

the rare context. This finding shows that they associated the imperfect pre-

dictor trait with the common context, consistent with AT. Of most interest,

when Dave was presented as having both the common trait and the rare trait,

participants were more likely to say that he was in the rare context than

the common context. That is, they demonstrated an inverse base-rate effect
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(see Table 3). Thus, impressions of the target in a rarely occurring context

were stronger than impressions formed in a commonly occurring context.

These effects were replicated in a second experiment in which participants

formed both positive and negative trait impressions. These data show that

the same processes that influence the formation of distinct group stereotypes

also can lead to the formation of distinct context-based impressions of indi-

vidual targets. As in the case of minority group stereotypes, when people

learn about a person in a rare (i.e., “minority”) context, the features of that

context are weighted more heavily in subsequent judgments than are the

features of the common (i.e., “majority”) context.

A key component of AT is that participants learn one impression prior to

another. In the first two experiments, we found that participants had learned

the common context impressions prior to the rare context impressions. In

earlier blocks of learning trials, participants were more accurate on common

context trials, but the difference in accuracy between the two contexts

decreased in later blocks as participants subsequently learned the rare context

impression. Although this finding provides evidence that participants had

learned one impression before another, the learning of the two impressions

was interwoven, providing a relatively weak test of the role of learning order

on the differential strengths of common and rare impressions. Therefore, in a

third experiment, we directly manipulated the learning order of context-

based trait impressions to test whether the learning order mechanism does,

in fact, account for differential impression strength (Huang et al., 2017,

Experiment 3). In this experiment, participants formed context-based trait

impressions in sequential order. Unlike the other experiments, impressions

Table 3 Proportion of Each Context Selected for Each Given Predictor Trait(s)
(Huang et al., 2017, Experiment 1)

Predictor(s)

Context Chosen

Common Rare

Common trait (PC)* 0.93 0.04

Rare trait (PR)* 0.04 0.92

Imperfect predictor trait (I)* 0.54 0.34

PC+PR* 0.43 0.53

Note: Note that the responses of each trait or trait combination do not sum to 1. Participants
had completed two replications of the inverse base-rate task; discrepancies in the sums reflect
participants’ selection from the incorrect context pair.
*P<0.001.
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occurred with equal frequency. In addition, participants learned about the

traits of four different target people (Steve, Bill, Chuck, and Dave) rather

than a single target person. As in the inverse base-rate paradigm, each target

always possessed two traits—a perfect predictor and an imperfect predictor.

In the first half of the learning phase, participants were presented with each

target and the traits that the target possessed, and they guessed which of four

color rooms the target was in based on the traits. For example, Steve was

friendly and practical, and he appeared in the blue room. In the second half

of the learning phase, the targets possessed a new combination of traits and

now appeared in different color rooms. Each of the four targets possessed a

new perfect predictor trait plus the same imperfect predictor trait from the

first half of the learning phase. Again, participants were presented with each

target person and his traits and guessed in which of the four new color rooms

he appeared. For example, Steve was now greedy and practical, and he now

appeared in the orange room.

If learning order accounts for the greater strength of rare context-based

impressions, then the second-learned impression should be stronger than the

first-learned impression, even if both impressions occurred with equal fre-

quency. Thus, when a target possessed both the first-learned trait and the

second-learned trait simultaneously, participants should be more likely to

classify them as being in the second-learned context. However, the results

of the test phase only weakly supported predictions. When a target possessed

both perfect predictor traits, participants were more likely to select the sec-

ond context (40%) than the first context (35%), as predicted, but this differ-

ence was not statistically significant. Furthermore, when a target possessed

the imperfect predictor trait, participants selected the first and second con-

texts about equally, even though AT would suggest that they would have

been more likely to select the first context. Instead, participants classified

the targets in accordance with the base-rate frequencies (i.e., 50:50 base-rate

appearance of first-learned and second-learned trait impressions).

The results of the experiment provide some support that learning order

may account for the greater strength of rare context-based impressions, but it

leaves open the possibility that nonattentional mechanisms also may account

for the inverse base-rate effect (e.g., Juslin, Wennerholm, &Winman, 2001;

Winman, Wennerholm, Juslin, & Shanks, 2005). Another possibility is that

the experimental procedure was designed such that participants were not

directly comparing the two context-based impressions with each other,

as they may have been when common and rare impressions were presented

together in the same learning blocks. Rather, they may have focused on
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differentiating among the four independent targets rather than between the

first-learned and second-learned impressions. The task had included four

targets rather than one target so as to make the task sufficiently challenging.

However, this minor change in procedure may have inadvertently changed

the participants’ focus of comparison. Another possible explanation is that

attention shifting does occur when perceivers learn rare impressions but is

not caused by learning order. For example, perceivers’ attention may be

drawn toward distinctive information such as minority group traits or rare

context-based impressions, but not necessarily because they are learned

after more common information.

Despite the weak findings from Experiment 3, additional variations of

the experiment underscore the robustness of the inverse base-rate effect

and, correspondingly, the strength of rare context impressions. In one var-

iation, we reversed the classification order during learning (Huang et al.,

2017, Experiment 4). In the previous experiments, participants had formed

impressions of the target by guessing which context he was in, given the

traits he possessed. However, in real-life situations, people probably are

more likely to infer another person’s traits based on the context in which

that person is encountered than to infer the context based on the traits. For

example, people are more likely to infer a person’s behavior depending on

whether she is with her friends or her family than to infer who she is with

depending on her behavior. In this experiment, participants guessed which

trait the target possessed, given the contexts in which he appeared. In this

case, the traits represented the common (C) and rare (R) events and the

contexts represented the perfect (PC, PR) and imperfect (I) predictors of

those events. Also, the contexts were represented by people rather than

color rooms. For example, participants might have learned that the target

Dave was creative when he was with Bob and Chris but honest when he

was with John and Chris. As predicted, when Dave was with the imperfect

predictor context (e.g., Chris), participants were more likely to say that he

possessed the common trait than the rare trait, supporting the hypothesis

that shared attributes are more strongly associated with common trait

impressions.When Dave was with common and rare context people simul-

taneously (e.g., Bob and John), participants were more likely to select the

rare trait than the common trait, indicating that they had formed a stronger

rare context-based impression than common context-based impression.

In another variation of the study, we examined the formation of evalu-

ative impressions rather than trait impressions (Huang & Sherman, 2016). In

this experiment, participants learned about positive and negative behaviors
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that Dave performed rather than the traits he possessed. During the learning

phase, participants guessed which of two behaviors Dave performed—a pos-

itive or a negative behavior—depending on the people he was with. Half of

the participants formed a positive common impression and negative rare

impression (positive common condition), and the other half formed a neg-

ative common impression and positive rare impression (negative common

condition). During the test phase, participants guessed whether Dave was

good or bad depending on the context people he was with.

Again, we replicated the inverse base-rate effect.WhenDavewaswith the

common and rare context people together, theyweremore likely to select the

rare evaluation than the common evaluation, indicating a stronger rare con-

text impression, irrespective of the valence of the common impression. Fur-

thermore, when Dave was with the imperfect predictor person, they were

more likely to select the common evaluation, consistent with AT. However,

the latter finding was stronger when the common evaluation was positive.

3.2 Expectancies Shape Context-Based Impression Formation
Together, our studies show that people form stronger rare context-based

impressions than common context-based impressions, at least in part because

rare impressions are learned after common impressions. When learning rare

impressions, perceivers shift attention toward information that uniquely dis-

tinguishes the rare impression from the common impression, resulting in a

stronger rare impression. Other important aspects of behavior may also yield

differences in the strengths of context-based impressions. A considerable

body of research has shown that people pay more attention to behavior that

violates an expectancy than to behavior that is consistent with an expectancy,

in part, to try to explain the cause of the unexpected events (for reviews,

see Roese & Sherman, 2007; Sherman et al., 2012). One way that people

try to understand unexpected behavior is by looking to the context in which

it occurred as a potential explanation (Gawronski, Ye,Rydell, &DeHouwer,

2014). For example, if a perceiver holds an expectation that a target person is

intelligent, and they then observe the target acting unintelligently, the per-

ceiver pays especially close attention to the context in which the unintelligent

behavior occurred as a way of understanding it. As in the case of greater atten-

tion being directed at behavior in rarely occurring contexts, greater attention

to contexts in which unexpected behavior occurs may lead to stronger

impressions of behavior in those contexts than of behavior in contexts asso-

ciatedwith expected behavior. However, although peoplemay form stronger
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impressions in contexts in which unexpected behavior occurs, this process

may limit the generalization of that behavior. Specifically, the unexpected

behavior may affect impressions only within the context in which it was

observed.

Research conducted by Gawronski and colleagues lends support to

this hypothesis (Gawronski, Hu, Rydell, Vervliet, & De Houwer, 2015;

Gawronski, Rydell, Vervliet, & De Houwer, 2010; Rydell & Gawronski,

2009). In their studies, they show that the generalization and contextualiza-

tion of evaluative impressions dependon theorder inwhich theywere formed.

When a target individual behaves differently across contexts (e.g., positively

in one context and negatively in another context), perceivers generalize the

first-learned evaluation of the target to new contexts and contextualize the

second-learned evaluation so that it is elicited only in its learned context.

The researchers suggest that the second-learned (i.e., counterattitudinal) eval-

uation of the target is contextualized because it violates expectations. Conse-

quently, perceivers search for contextual cues thatmay explain the discrepancy.

Based on AT, we similarly predicted that perceivers would general-

ize expectancy-congruent impressions to new contexts but contextualize

expectancy-incongruent impressions, thereby limiting the influence of

incongruent behaviors in changing the overall impression of the target.

We examined these questions across a series of experiments (Huang &

Sherman, 2018). First, we tested the novel prediction that participants

would form stronger impressions of others in contexts in which unex-

pected behavior occurs than in contexts in which expected behavior

occurs. Just as people shift attention to contexts that predict rarely occur-

ring impressions, they also should shift their attention to contexts that

predict expectancy-incongruent behaviors as a means of differentiating

the incongruent impression from the congruent impression. Second, we

hypothesized that participants would contextualize incongruent impres-

sions into the unique contexts in which they are formed, but that they

would generalize congruent impressions across all other contexts, included

new contexts and contexts shared between the two impressions, thereby

allowing them to maintain their original expectations of the target individ-

ual (see Fig. 6).

In the first experiment, we manipulated trait expectancy by exposing par-

ticipants to a paragraph describing the target Dave as either intelligent or

unintelligent. Participants then completed a learning phase in which they

learned about the intelligent and unintelligent behaviors that Dave performed

depending on the people he was with (i.e., the context). Thus, the behaviors
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that Dave performed were either congruent or incongruent with their prior

expectations. Unlike our previous experiments, each behavior type occurred

with equal frequency. One context person always predicted the expectancy-

congruent behavior (perfect predictor of congruent behavior, or Pcon),

another context person always predicted the expectancy-incongruent behav-

ior (perfect predictor of incongruent behavior, or Pinc), and a third context

person was present in all cases (imperfect predictor, or I). As in our previous

experiments, participants were presented with Dave and guessed which

behavior he performed depending on the people he was with. In each trial,

Dave was always with a combination of two people—a perfect predictor per-

son plus the imperfect predictor person (Pcon+I or Pinc+I). In a subsequent

test phase, Davewas presentedwith new combinations of context people, and

participants indicated whether he was intelligent or unintelligent depending

on the context.

As predicted, the results showed that participants formed stronger

impressions in contexts associated with unexpected than expected behavior

from Dave. When Dave was with Pcon and Pinc together, participants were

more likely to say that he possessed the incongruent trait than the congruent

trait, indicating that they had formed a stronger impression in the context

associated with unexpected behavior. This finding also suggests that partic-

ipants had attended more to the context of the incongruent behaviors when

learning about those behaviors. Second, the results showed that participants

Fig. 6 Conceptualization of expectancy-congruent and expectancy-incongruent
impressions, adapted from the inverse base-rate design. Left: Depiction of the target’s
behaviors that participants are taught during the learning phase. Pcon is the perfect pre-
dictor context of the expectancy-congruent trait, Pinc is the perfect predictor context of
the expectancy-incongruent trait, and I is the imperfect predictor context that occurs for
both the expectancy-congruent and expectancy-incongruent traits. Right: Depiction of
learned impressions. N represents new contexts in which the target is encountered. We
predicted that perceivers form a stronger association between the expectancy-
incongruent impression and its unique predictor context (i.e., a stronger expectancy-
incongruent impression). However, we predicted that they hold an expectancy-
congruent impression in all other contexts, including Pcon, I, and N.
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had contextualized the expectancy-incongruent impression into its unique

perfect predictor context: When Dave was in the imperfect predictor con-

text, participants were more likely to say that he possessed the expectancy-

congruent trait than the expectancy-incongruent trait. Even though the

shared context person was present in all encounters with Dave, participants

had disassociated the incongruent impression from that context, thereby iso-

lating that impression to a single context. These results cannot be attributed to

different base-rate frequencies during the learning phase because each type of

behavior had occurredwith equal frequency. Last, the results showed that par-

ticipants had generalized the expectancy-congruent impression to new con-

texts. When Dave was with new people, participants were more likely to say

that Dave possessed the congruent trait than the incongruent trait, indicating

that their impression of him in new contexts was consistent with their original

trait expectation. Overall, the results suggest that participants had formed

context-based impressions that limited the generalization of incongruent

behaviors and maintained original expectations of the target (see Table 4).

In the next study, we examined whether similar effects would be observed

when expectancies were based on group stereotypes rather than individ-

ual trait expectations. On the one hand, people engage in similar expectancy

maintenance processes when they try tomake sense of stereotype-incongruent

behaviors as they do with trait-incongruent behaviors (Sherman et al., 2012).

For example, people tend to make situational attributions for stereotype-

disconfirming behaviors but dispositional attributions for stereotype-

confirming behaviors (Crocker et al., 1983; Deaux & Emswiller, 1974;

Table 4 Proportion of Each Trait Selected for Each Given Predictor
Context(s) (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiment 1)

Predictor(s)

Trait Chosen

Congruent Incongruent

Pcon** 0.97 0.03

Pinc** 0.02 0.98

Pcon+Pinc* 0.45 0.55

I** 0.67 0.39

N** 0.62 0.38

Note: I¼ imperfect predictor context,N¼new contexts, Pcon¼context that perfectly
predicts the expectancy-congruent behaviors, and Pinc¼context that perfectly pre-
dicts the expectancy-incongruent behaviors.
*P<0.01.
**P<0.001.
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Feldman-Summers & Kiesler, 1974; Jackson, Sullivan, & Hodge, 1993;

Sherman, Stroessner, Conrey, & Azam, 2005; Yee & Eccles, 1988), leading

them tomaintain expectations of future stereotypic behaviors (Bodenhausen&

Wyer, 1985). They also tend to be more critical of stereotype-disconfirming

information than stereotype-confirming information (Macrae, Shepherd, &

Milne, 1992). Highly prejudiced individuals, in particular, may scrutinize

stereotype-inconsistent information in an attempt to explain it away

(Sherman et al., 2005). On the other hand, stereotypic expectancies may

not have the same effects as individual expectancies on impressions because

people tend to expect less consistency among behaviors performed by

different groupmembers than among behaviors performed by a single indi-

vidual (Hamilton & Sherman, 1996). Consequently, people may feel less

need to resolve behavioral inconsistencies among multiple group members

(Stern, Marrs, Millar, & Cole, 1984; Susskind, Maurer, Thakkar,

Hamilton, & Sherman, 1999).

We tested these competing hypotheses in a second experiment (Huang &

Sherman, 2018). The second experiment was similar to the first, except that

expectancies were based on group stereotypes rather than individual trait

expectancies. Participants read descriptions of a stereotypically extraverted

group (sales professionals) and a stereotypically introverted group (writing

professionals) and were then told that they would learn about a person

named Steve who was either a member of the sales group (extraverted ste-

reotype condition) or a member of the writers group (introverted stereotype

condition). They then completed a learning phase and a test phase that were

similar to those in the first experiment.

Participants did not form a stronger impression in the context associated

with unexpected behavior. When Steve was with both perfect predictor

contexts (Pcon+Pinc), participants were equally likely to say that he pos-

sessed the stereotype-congruent trait and the stereotype-incongruent trait,

indicating that they did not attend more to the context that uniquely

predicted the stereotype-incongruent behaviors. This finding supports pre-

vious research suggesting that people are less inclined to resolve behavioral

inconsistencies among multiple group members compared to behavioral

inconsistencies within a single individual (Stern et al., 1984; Susskind

et al., 1999). However, our results did show that participants had contex-

tualized the stereotype-incongruent impression into its unique predictor

context, just as participants in the first experiment had contextualized the

expectancy-incongruent impression. When Steve was with the imperfect
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predictor context (I), participants selected the stereotype-congruent trait

significantly more often than the stereotype-incongruent trait, thereby iso-

lating the stereotype-incongruent impression to a single context. Further-

more, participants generalized the stereotype-congruent impression to new

contexts in which Steve had not been encountered previously. When Steve

was with novel context people (N), they selected the stereotype-congruent

trait significantly more often than the stereotype-incongruent trait (see

Table 5). Together, these findings indicate that participants had maintained

a stereotype-congruent impression of Steve by contextualizing the incongru-

ent impression into a single context and generalizing the congruent impres-

sion across all other contexts.

The processes observed in this experiment are similar to other stereotype

maintenance processes in that stereotype-incongruent behaviors have a wea-

ker influence on group impressions than do stereotype-congruent behaviors.

Even though people may attend more to incongruent behaviors, they do so

because the behaviors are unexpected, not because they are integrating those

behaviors into their original impression of the group. For example, peoplemay

scrutinize incongruent behaviors and make sense of them by generating situ-

ational attributions, but they donot change their original impressions as a result

of those behaviors (for a review, see Sherman et al., 2012). People also may

resolve stereotype incongruency at the level of the individual by subtyping,

or separating, stereotype-disconfirming group members into a subcategory

of the group (Richards & Hewstone, 2001; Weber & Crocker, 1983).

Table 5 Proportion of Each Trait Selected for Each Given
Predictor Context(s) (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiment 2)

Predictor(s)

Trait Chosen

Congruent Incongruent

Pcon* 0.91 0.09

Pinc* 0.08 0.92

Pcon+Pinc 0.49 0.51

I* 0.55 0.45

N* 0.64 0.36

Note: I¼ imperfect predictor context,N¼new contexts, Pcon¼context that
perfectly predicts the stereotype-congruent behaviors, and Pinc¼context
that perfectly predicts the stereotype-incongruent behaviors.
*P<0.001.
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Because these individuals are viewed as atypical group members, their behav-

iors fail to generalize to impressions of the whole group. Although these cog-

nitive processes allow perceivers to maintain coherent impressions of social

groups, they promote stereotype maintenance.

We examined the extent to which context-based impressions of a single

group member transfer to other individuals, as opposed to being set aside or

subtyped (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiment 2). After completing the

first test phase about Steve, participants completed a second test phase that

assessed their impressions of a target who belonged to the same group as Steve

(in-group target) and a target who belonged to the other group (out-group

target). For example, if Steve was a member of the sales group, then the

in-group target also was a member of the sales group, and the out-group tar-

get was a member of the writers group. Conversely, if Steve was a member of

the writers group, then the in-group target also was a member of the writers

group, and the out-group target was a member of the sales group. The

in-group and out-group targets were presented individually with the same

context people with whom Steve had appeared during the first test phase,

and participants selected which trait each target possessed for each context

person or context people they were with.

The results did, in fact, show that context-based impressions can transfer to

other individuals, but only when those individuals are encountered in a

counterstereotypic context. In all other contexts, participants held impres-

sions of the in-group and out-group targets that were consistent with the ste-

reotypes of their respective groups. Impressions of the in-group target were

consistentwith the in-group stereotype in all contexts except for Pinc, the con-

text in which Steve had performed counterstereotypic behaviors. When the

in-group target was with Pcon, Pcon+Pinc, the imperfect predictor person (I),

or new context people (N), participants selected the stereotype-congruent

trait significantlymore often than the stereotype-incongruent trait. However,

when the in-group target was with Pinc, participants selected the stereotype-

incongruent trait significantlymore often than the stereotype-congruent trait,

indicating that contextual associations with Steve’s stereotype-incongruent

behaviors translated to a stereotype-incongruent impression of a fellow in-

group member in the same context.

Impressions of the out-group target were consistent with the out-group

stereotype in all contexts except for Pcon, the context associated with the

opposing in-group’s stereotypic behaviors. In this context, participants dem-

onstrated no dominant trait impression. For a comparison of the participants’
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impressions of the main target Steve, the in-group target, and the out-group

target, see Table 6.

3.3 Changing Impressions
The experiments outlined in Section 3.2 show that people’s expectancies can

bias context-based impressions toward expectancy maintenance. Although

participants had attendedmore to expectancy-incongruent behaviors (at least

when expectancies were of a single individual), they had contextualized

those behaviors to their unique predictor context and, instead, generalized

the behaviors that confirmed their prior expectations. This was true whether

the expectation was based on an individual trait expectancy or on a group-

based stereotype. These findings beg the question—can impressions change

if a person’s behaviors do not match with initial expectations? Across two

experiments, we examined how behavioral patterns change perceivers’

impressions of an individual (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiments 3a

and 3b). In one experiment, all participants held a positive expectancy of a

target person named Dave, and in the other experiment, all participants held

a negative expectancy of Dave. After forming the expectancy, participants

completed a learning phase in which they learned about the good and bad

behaviors that Dave performed, depending on the context people he was

with. Dave performed each behavior type with different frequencies. For half

of the participants, he performed expectancy-congruent behaviors in 75% of

all instances and expectancy-incongruent behaviors in the other 25% of

Table 6 Impressions of the Main Target, In-group Target, and Out-group Target Within
Each Given Context (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiment 2)
Context Impression Target

Main Target (Steve) In-group Member Out-group Member

Pcon ■ ■ ¼
Pinc ◊ ◊ ◊

Pcon+Pinc ¼ ■ ◊

I ■ ■ ◊

N ■ ■ ◊

Note: I ¼ imperfect predictor context, N ¼new contexts, Pcon ¼context that perfectly predicts stereo-
typic in-group behaviors, and Pinc ¼context that perfectly predicts stereotypic out-group behaviors.
The square (■) represents greater selection of the in-group stereotype, the diamond (◊) represents greater
selection of the out-group stereotype, and the equal sign (¼) represents equal selection of each trait.
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instances (matched condition). For the other half of participants, he performed

expectancy-incongruent behaviors in 75% of all instances and expectancy-

congruent behaviors in the other 25% of instances (unmatched condition).

Thus, in the matched condition, the target’s behavioral pattern matched with

participants’ expectations because the target performed mostly expectancy-

confirming behaviors, whereas in the unmatched condition, the target’s

behavioral pattern did not match with participants’ expectations because the

target performed mostly expectancy-disconfirming behaviors. The remaining

aspects of the learning phase were the same as the two previously described

experiments. In a subsequent test phase, participants were presented with

new configurations of the contexts and indicated whether Dave was good

or bad for each person or combination of people he was with.

Overall, participants partially updated their impressions when the target’s

behavioral patterns did not match with their original expectations. First,

when the target’s behavioral pattern matched with expectations (i.e., the

more frequently occurring behaviors were consistent with expectations),

participants held an expectancy-congruent impression of him in the imper-

fect predictor context (i.e., the context shared between the two behavior

types) and in new contexts. However, when the target’s behavioral pattern

did not match with expectations (i.e., the more frequently occurring behav-

iors were not consistent with expectations), these effects were weakened or

reversed to be more in line with the target’s behaviors (see Fig. 7). Interest-

ingly, participants also demonstrated a preference for a positive impression,

overall. These experiments provide preliminary evidence that perceivers can

update their impressions if their original expectations do not accurately reflect

the target’s behaviors. However, the participants did not fully adjust their

impressions away from original expectancies, so it is not clear if the effects

of expectancies can be eliminated entirely.Research on anchoring and adjust-

ment (Epley&Gilovich, 2006;Kruglanski& Freund, 1983) and group expec-

tancies (Ottati, Claypool, & Gingrich, 2005) show that people anchor their

impressions onto their initial expectancies and may not fully adjust away

from those expectancies when learning new information about an impression

target. However, in the current experiment, all expectancy-disconfirming

behaviors occurred within a single context. Changing impressions may be

more effective when a target is observed performing expectancy-incongruent

behaviors across multiple contexts because impressions could then be gener-

alized broadly across contexts.
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Fig. 7 (A and B). Impressions of the target with (A) the imperfect predictor context and
(B) new context people (Huang & Sherman, 2018, Experiments 3a and 3b). When the
target’s behaviors matched expectations, participants selected the expectancy-
congruent impression significantly more often than the expectancy-incongruent
impression. This impression was weakened or reversed when the target’s behaviors
did not match expectations.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we described how a simple attentional mechanism can

account for awide variety of phenomena in social perception. Specifically, we

described howAT (Kruschke, 1996, 2001) can explain phenomena in stereo-

type formation, face perception and group categorization, context-based

impression formation, and expectancy maintenance. AT rests on the idea that

people preferentially attend to differentiating information; when people learn

about multiple social categories, they shift their attention toward the unique

features of the category that they learn last, resulting in a stronger association

between that category and its unique attributes. These processes have inter-

esting implications for impression formation.

First, we discussed how attention influences the ways that perceivers

form stereotypes of majority and minority group members. We showed

that AT can account for two prominent findings in the stereotype forma-

tion literature—category accentuation and illusory correlation (Sherman

et al., 2009). Whereas category accentuation effects highlight the exagger-

ation of real intergroup differences as the basis for stereotype formation,

illusory correlation shows that stereotypes may be formed in the absence

of real group differences. In both cases, however, minority group attributes

are learned after the majority group attributes because encounters with

minority group members occur less frequently. When learning about the

minority group, perceivers shift their attention to attributes that best differ-

entiate it from the majority group, regardless of whether these attributes

accurately represent the minority group or not. As a result, people form

stronger stereotypes of the minority group. Follow-up studies provided

additional support for the strength of minority group stereotypes. In these

studies, participants held stronger essentialist beliefs about minority groups

and were less likely to change minority group stereotypes in the face of dis-

confirming evidence (Sacchi, 2015).

Next, we explained how attention shifting can influence face perception

and group categorization. Specifically, we explained how it can account for

hypodescent, the tendency to categorize mixed-race faces as belonging to

the minority group than the majority group (Halberstadt et al., 2011).

AT would suggest that the facial features of racial majorities are learned

before the facial features of racial minorities because racial majorities are

encountered more frequently. When learning the facial features of the

minority group, perceivers should focus their attention on features that best
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distinguish the minority faces from the majority faces. As a result, they

should form a stronger association between the differentiating facial features

and the minority group. Thus, when individuals encounter racially ambig-

uous individuals who exhibit features of both groups, the features of the

minority group should be weighted more heavily when identifying racial

group membership. We provided evidence from our studies supporting this

account.

Third, we provided support for the role of AT in the formation of

context-based impressions using the inverse base-rate paradigm (Huang

et al., 2017; Huang & Sherman, 2016). In the same way that perceivers learn

how to differentiate people based on the groups that they belong to, they also

learn how to differentiate their impressions of an individual based on the con-

texts in which the individual’s behaviors are observed. Because they occur

more frequently, impressions of a target in a commonly occurring context

are learned prior to impressions in a rarely occurring context.When forming

an impression in a rare context, perceivers shift their attention toward the

features that uniquely distinguish that context from the impression formed

in the common context, resulting in a stronger rare context impression, as

demonstrated by the inverse base-rate effect.

Last, we described how expectancies shape context-based impression for-

mation (Huang& Sherman, 2018).We showed that perceivers form stronger

contextualized impressions from expectancy-incongruent behaviors com-

pared to expectancy-congruent behaviors, indicating that incongruent

behaviors draw more attention to the context that uniquely predicts those

behaviors. However, this was true only for individual target expectancies

and not for stereotypic group expectancies. We also showed that perceivers

may use contexts as a means for maintaining their original expectancies. For

both an individual target and a group member target, perceivers generalized

the expectancy-congruent impression across multiple contexts, whereas

they contextualized the expectancy-incongruent impression to the unique

context in which it was formed, thereby limiting its influence in changing

overall impressions of the target. Furthermore, we showed that impressions

of single group members translate only weakly to other group members.

Context-based impressions of an in-group and an out-group were based

primarily on the stereotypes of their groups rather than individual group

members, except in the two unique predictor contexts for which there

already was a strong, unambiguous association with a trait impression.

Finally, we showed that people can update their impressions of an individual

if that individual’s pattern of behaviors does not align with original
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expectations. However, people may not fully adjust away from the expec-

tancy, so the effects of expectancies may not be eliminated entirely.

The research we have reviewed has important implications for impres-

sion change. Throughout, we showed how a simple attentional preference

for distinctive information influences our impressions of individuals and

social groups. Are there ways to encourage impression change or prevent

expectancy-biased impression formation from occurring in the first place?

One option may be to focus on commonalities rather than differences.

Although focusing on differentiating features of minority groups facilitates

learning, it results in exaggerated judgments of minority group traits. Instead,

perceivers could switch their focus of attention toward traits that are shared

by both groups. Theoretically, this strategy should weaken minority group

stereotypes and make them more amenable to change and less subject to

essentialist beliefs (Sacchi, 2015). Focusing on commonalities also has been

shown to reduce intergroup bias (for a review, see Gaertner & Dovidio,

2009). The downside of this strategy is that perceivers may not learn the

social categories as well as when they focus on differentiating features. In

some cases, though, this may be desirable. If perceived differences between

groups are an exaggeration of reality (as in the case of category accentuation)

or if differences between groups simply do not exist (as in the case of illusory

correlation), then blurring the boundaries between groups would be a more

accurate representation of reality. If perceivers do focus on differentiating

features of the minority group rather than on common features shared

between groups, then they could take the extra step of recalling how the

majority group’s traits differ from the minority group’s traits. However, this

strategy would requiremore effort andmay not be practical if the perceiver is

not aware of the ways that they are forming group impressions or if they sim-

ply are not motivated to be accurate.

Another option is to change the standard of comparison. As the first-

learned group, the majority group is the standard (i.e., the “default”) against

which the minority group is compared. Differences between groups are

exaggerated because perceivers focus on characteristics that make the

minority group different from the majority group. Research similarly has

shown that when perceivers use the in-group as the standard of comparison

for the out-group, judgments of an out-group’s trait level are typically con-

trasted away from the in-group’s level of the same trait (Gawronski,

Bodenhausen, & Banse, 2005). Instead of comparing the minority group

to the majority group, perceivers could compare the minority group against

other standards. For example, perceivers could compare individual group
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members to other members of the same group. Comparing individual group

members to each other may combat perceptions of out-group homogeneity

and decrease the likelihood of stereotyping the group, particularly if the group

is in the numerical minority (Simon, 1992; Simon & Mummendey, 1990).

Another strategy is to compare a minority group against multiple groups

rather than a single majority group. Although social psychological research

on intergroup perceptions typically focuses on the relationship between

two groups (e.g., an in-group vs an out-group or a majority vs minority

group), this dichotomy is not always realistic. People are members of multiple

racial, ethnic, religious, and occupational social groups, among others. By

comparing against multiple groups, perceivers may focus less on individual

characteristics that distinguish one group from another and more on multiple

characteristics that can be compared against multiple groups.

Our research also has important implications for attitude change. Con-

sider the following case. In our society, attitudes toward racial minorities,

particularly African Americans, are predominantly negative. However,

research shows that automatically activated attitudes toward African Amer-

icans change as a function of the context (Allen, Sherman, & Klauer, 2010;

Barden, Maddux, Petty, & Brewer, 2004; Maddux, Barden, Brewer, &

Petty, 2005; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 2001). In one study, participants

expressed anti-Black bias when targets were presented in a negative context

(e.g., a ghetto street corner), but no bias whatsoever when they were pres-

ented in a positive context (e.g., a church interior; Wittenbrink et al.,

2001). Considering that standard, context-free measures of implicit bias have

consistently demonstrated anti-Black bias (e.g., Devine, Plant, Amodio,

Harmon-Jones, & Vance, 2002; Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson, Johnson, &

Howard, 1997; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Greenwald,

McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Monteith, Voils, & Ashburn-Nardo, 2001),

people seem to hold a generalized negative attitude toward African Ameri-

cans, whereas they hold a contextualized positive attitude that appears only

when Black targets are presented in positive contexts. The challenge here

is to determine how people can “decontextualize” the positive attitude

(i.e., form a context-free representation of the positive impression) in order

to override the predominant, generalized negative attitude (for further review

of contextualized attitude change, see Gawronski et al., 2018). AT suggests

one means for doing so. In our research, we showed that perceivers may

pay particularly close attention to the context in which a target is performing

counter-expectational behaviors. As a result, they may contextualize this

impression and hold it more strongly than impressions drawn from expected
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behaviors. One important implication is that, if the counter-expectational

impression (e.g., a positive impression of a Black target) can be introduced

across multiple contexts, it may undermine or even overwhelm the expected

impression (e.g., a negative impression of a Black target).One of the best ways

to form a generalized positive impression is, perhaps, to increase contact with

negatively stereotyped group members in multiple contexts but to do so only

in those contexts in which positive experiences are most likely to occur

(Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006, 2008).

Altogether, our research on attentional processes in social perception

demonstrates the potential power of a very simple idea. The fundamental

message of AT is that what people learn depends on what they already know,

hardly a controversial claim. The attentional process described by AT reflects

a rather elementary mechanism for distinguishing some things from others to

accomplish learning. To date, this mechanism has been shown to be able to

account for a variety of outcomes, some of which yield inaccurate knowl-

edge: the inverse base-rate effect, category accentuation processes, the for-

mation of illusory correlations, the relative strength of minority vs majority

stereotypes, judgments of hypodescent, the relative strength of context-

based impressions, and the formation of contextualized impressions of other

people. We hope this research provides a foundation for further exploration

in social perception.
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